LABOR REMEMBERS, Mr. Dewey!

"OF COURSE the rights of labor to organize and bargain collectively are fundamental."

Dewey—Sept. 7, 1944

LIP SERVICE!

We won't forget how you passed a picket line of hotel and restaurant workers before the swank Colony Club in 1941...

We won't forget how you forced striking workers to pound the streets for seven weeks waiting for unemployment insurance because you vetoed a bill to cut the waiting period to one week. You called a fight for survival "subsidizing strikes."

We won't forget how you refused to back the right-to-organize clause in the State Constitution. Rochester civil service employees in the AFL were fired for joining the AFL... no, we won't forget that it was your stooge machine hack, Tom Broderick, who told the union in effect: "The hell with the Constitution" and that it was a Republican administration in Rochester that provoked the general strike....

We won't forget that you said you were "neutral" while Rochester municipal workers fought for a living wage and Rochester GOP officials called out the cops.

We won't forget that it was your arbitrator, Judge George Frankenthaler, who put over a 10-year no-strike clause and a 2-year wage freeze of $28 to $36 a week on striking building service employees in 1944—when living costs were soaring.

We won't forget, Mr. Dewey, that you aim for the Presidency and another Hoover Depression... that your Party is the Depression and Unemployment Party!

Labor Will Remember Your Record, Governor Dewey, on November 5th!

And Labor Knows, Too....

That the Truman Administration has surrendered consistently to the Wall Street brains of the GOP—Dulles, Vandenberg, Taft and Co. And Labor doesn't trust this Administration! But Labor does have faith in the fighting program of the American Labor Party... in the devoted year-round struggle of the Communist Party... in the progressive forces aligned with them in the common electoral front against Dewey!

The Spirit of FDR Lives Only Among Those Forces Who Fight for His Program.

You're a "Red" if you organize... You're a "Red" if you ask for a raise... You're a "Red" if you ask for better working conditions and less hours... Dewey yells "Red" for the same reason the bosses do—to split the workers, to divide and conquer.

We ask you to vote Communist on ROW E for ROBERT THOMPSON for COMPROLLER and BENJAMIN J. DAVIS for ATTORNEY-GENERAL... BECAUSE A Communist vote is a vote for labor's rights:

- For a decent wage.
- For meat on the table.
- For a national third party in 1948 to free the workers from the ball and chain of the two-party system.
- For a future of Socialism—the ONLY KIND OF A SYSTEM WHERE THE WORKERS THEMSELVES OWN THE FACTORIES AND ENJOY THE FRUITS OF THEIR LABOR!

DEFEAT DEWEY REACTION!

Vote COMMUNIST for THOMPSON and DAVIS on Row E Then Vote for the Other Labor Candidates on the ALP Line, Row C

ROBERT THOMPSON
Communist Candidate for Comptroller

BENJAMIN J. DAVIS
Communist Candidate for Attorney-General
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